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disjunction—two homologous autosomes remaining attached to one
another so that one cell receives both and the other receives neither;
or possibly to the occurrence of a somatic mutation. If the individual
is heterozygous for a character, a recessive mutation of the gene for
the dominant character would allow the recessive character to become
manifest; and if it took place just after the first division of the fertilized
ovum, one twin would be heterozygous and the other a homozygous
recessive. The result would be similar if the individual \\ere a homo-
zygous recessive and the mutation \vere dominant. Mutation at this
stage would produce twins like those recorded by Nettleship (see p. 466),
but it would have to take place later to produce the condition found
in the pygopagus.
The comparative study of uniovular and binovular twins, though it
can throw no light on the mode of inheritance, is essential to a proper twm s'tut/ies
understanding of the constitution of man. It is the best way of deciding
how much is due to heredity and how much to environment in the
case of common diseases.
5.-CONSTITUTION
671.] Constitution is defined by Crew as 'the sum of those chemical, Definition
immunological, physical, physiological, and psychological peculiarities
exhibited by an individual in relation to his environment, or by different
tissues or functions in relation to one another'. However sound a man
may be, his environment may be so unfavourable that he may break
down physically, mentally, or in his immunity to infection; but the
man who has inherited a constitutional weakness is likely to break down
under conditions which would not have any such adverse influence on
the majority of his fellows. Most of the common diseases are caused
by two factors—namely, an inherited constitutional weakness and an
unfavourable environment; in some cases the former, and in others
the latter, is the more important. In very few is the inborn factor the
sole cause.
During the past two decades various attempts have been made to
classify mankind into types, each with a special configuration of the
body. Kretschmer (1921) described three main types, the asthenic or Ktetschmefs
leptosome, the pyknic, and the athletic. The asthenic type is tall and
slight with a long flat thorax, narrow drooping shoulders, and poor types
musculature; the pyknic is short with a broad deep thorax and short
neck, and is apt to deposit fat in the face, neck, abdomen, and buttocks;
and the athletic is of medium height with broad thorax, neither very
deep nor flat, broad square shoulders, powerful musculature, and large
hands and feet. The pyknic is the digestive, the athletic is the muscular,
and the asthenic includes both the respiratory and the cerebral types
described earlier by Sigaud and adopted by the French school. Accord-
ing to Draper (1924) recognition of the types by the eye is misleading

